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Piusi presents MCO 2.0 and PRO+SILENT 
Major new developments await visitors to the Piusi stand at Autopromotec: MCO 
2.0, a revolutionary solution for computerised fluids management in garages and 

PRO+SILENT, a comprehensive range of air-operated oil pumps.  

 

Autopromotec, Bologna, 20 May 2015 – Piusi, international market leader in equipment for 

transfer, delivery, and measuring of fuels, lubricants and liquids, is taking advantage of the 

high profile Bologna exhibition (Hall 36 Stand B55)  to present MCO 2.0 and the brand 

new PRO+SILENT range of air-operated oil pumps. 

Developed on the basis of years of research, careful analysis of the current market offering 

and of the real needs of garage mechanics, MCO 2.0 is a revolutionary hardware and 

software solution for computerised management of fluids in the workshop.  

MCO 2.0, which includes solenoid valves, oil dispensing nozzles, and a computerised 

system with associated control unit, is designed for seamless integration with the range of 

hose reels and pumps offered by Piusi. The real innovation lies in the software, which 

manages the filling process with wireless control of the solenoid valves. 

The system is strictly Wi-Fi throughout, adapting easily to existing infrastructure in the 

garage (if lacking, Piusi allows you to create a new Wi-Fi network), making for faster and 

more practical installation and eliminating the need for extensive wiring with the associated 

safety risks and clutter. 

MCO 2.0's software, which was developed in-house by a team of specialists, handles far 

more than just oil filling, because during its development Piusi’s technicians took into 

account the real needs of many vehicle servicing businesses, in order to develop a product 

capable of simplifying management of the entire job. The system can therefore manage 

master data for customers, vehicles and mechanics, generate job orders with various work 

tasks (not necessarily related to oil filling) and organise tasks through the associated 

control unit. The MCO 2.0 software can therefore make up for the absence of a classic 

ERP application or interface effortlessly with all the main resource planning applications 

used in the industry. 

Finally, the MCO 2.0 systems offers garages the ability to enhance their professional 

image to their customers: the system can be supplied with a smart key, connected to the 

Wi-Fi network, that can be plugged into the HDMI port of a TV monitor in the waiting room 

to show customers the progress of the job order involving their vehicle, in complete 

transparency. 

The air-operated oil pumps in the new PRO+SILENT range have been designed by Piusi 

for professional use, with ultra-low noise operation and high capacity for handling medium-



  

high viscosity oils. All the construction materials employed were specifically selected to 

make the system extraordinarily reliable and resistant to wear. 

In line with Piusi tradition, all MCO 2.0 products and PRO+SILENT pumps are designed 

and developed in Italy, making use also of carefully vetted partners who work strictly to 

Piusi's specifications. This approach guarantees the exceptional product quality that is 

recognised worldwide and explains why Piusi's solutions are now employed in a vast 

range of applications: from transport and agriculture to building construction and the 

automotive and nautical sectors. 
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About Piusi  
Piusi SpA is a well-established company with more than 60 years of experience on the Italian and 
international markets for professional equipment for transfer, dispensing, and metering of lubricants, fuels 
and liquids. Innovation, quality and the utmost professional integrity are the hallmarks of a company that's 
also considered to be an outstanding example of the Made in Italy approach, since all activities, from R&D to 
production, are 100% performed inside the Italian borders. Piusi pumps, flow meters, software, dispensing 
equipment and accessories (hose reels, level gauges, etc.) are produced for a very broad range of 
application sectors, where they are renowned for their practicality, high performance and exceptional 
reliability. Also Piusi's products for dispensing UREA (AdBlue®, DEF, ARLA) and fuel have recently been 
attracting rising levels of attention from the professional market. 
Piusi is based in Suzzara (Mantua) where it currently operates with a workforce of more than 200, operating 
in the sales, R&D, manufacturing and logistics areas. Piusi products are sold in more than 120 countries 
worldwide through an extensive network of dealers and a branch that was set up in 2009 in Florida (USA), 
from where it serves customers in North and Central America. 
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